McIntosh Laboratory Introduces The MCD1000 CD Transport

Binghamton, NY December 15, 2003—McIntosh Laboratory, a world leader in home entertainment systems for over 53 years, introduces the MCD1000 CD Transport.

The MCD1000 combines a precision disc drive transport with a new floating table for the laser optics that provides incredible isolation from external vibration. This design guards against errors in data retrieval and ensures preservation of every nuance and detail of the music. The massive, protective enclosure of the transport consists of machined aluminum top and side panels. This, along with fiber optic front panel lighting, further contributes to an incredibly protected yet stylishly handsome design of the MCD1000.

The MCD1000 contains three types of digital outputs: a Coaxial Output through an RCA jack, an Optical Output jack and Balanced Digital output through an XLR jack. In keeping with the McIntosh tradition of functionality, the MCD1000 features 2-way repeat function, 16-Selection Random Programming and data in/out jacks.

The MCD1000 CD Transport, a member of McIntosh’s new series of Advanced Products available exclusively through the McIntosh Premier Dealer Network, will ship December 2003. The MCD1000 will be officially introduced at CES 2004 and can be seen along with McIntosh's other outstanding products at the McIntosh booth located at Alexis Park in the Executive Board Rooms.
About McIntosh Laboratory

In an era where the rate of change is as amazing as the changes themselves, McIntosh is all the more remarkable. Even after celebrating its 53rd anniversary, the McIntosh brand continues to represent high performance, superlative engineering and limitless pride of ownership. State-of-the-art technology infused with hand craftsmanship and the details McIntosh is famous for continue to be the key values found in every piece of equipment. Products built to last for decades of flawless performance demand nothing less than an equal level of commitment to customer support and service as well. Its no wonder satisfied customers the world over view their McIntosh products as investments worthy of being passed down through generations.
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